AGENDA

Emergency Medicine Education Conference

September 16, 2020

https://msu.zoom.us/j/97086572674
ID: 970 8657 2674—Password: Emergency

Course Coordinator & Moderator:

Nikolai Butki, DO, Lead Program Director, McLaren Oakland

8:00-8:30 E-Sign In: www.scs.msu.edu/s

8:30-11:30 Pediatric Trauma: Pearls to Avoid Peril

9:30-10:30 PICU Isn’t Ready, Are You? Managing the Critically Ill Child in your ED

10:30 –11:30 Implicit Bias and Health Equity

About the Speakers: Sean M. Fox, MD—Currently, Dr. Fox is a Professor of Emergency Medicine and a Professor of Pediatrics and the Program Director the Emergency Medicine residency program at Carolinas Medical Center. Dr. Fox works with other national educators to craft the courses and curriculum for the yearly ACEP Scientific Assembly as well as the ACEP/AAP Advanced Pediatric Assembly. Continuing to want to enhance his own education as well as benefit others, Dr. Fox spends his spare time generating and managing several educational websites geared toward the practice of emergency medicine (www.pedemmorsels.com, www.emguidewire.com, www.cmcecg.com, www.mededmasters.com, www.cmcedmasters.com).

Emily MacNeill, MD—Dr. MacNeill is a pediatric emergency medicine physician in Charlotte, North Carolina. She is currently licensed to practice medicine in North Carolina and Indiana. She is affiliated with Atrium Health's Carolinas Medical Center and Atrium Health University City.